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Starter Slide

Classroom 
Expectations:

Arrive on time

Coat off

Bags off desks

Equipment & 
Planner on desks

TITLE: DATE: 9/01/18Functionalist, Strain & Subcultural 
theories

RECAP: What does Durkheim say about crime?

1) Strengthen collective values:
Values can 'atrophy'waste 
away....the media and other 
institutions
reassert social control and 
disapproval of crimes, 
maintaining behaviour 
boundaries.

2) Enabling social change: some 
deviance is good, society evolves.

3) 'Safety valve'  eg use of 
demonstrations or riots 
releases stress and 
acts as warning, avoids more 
serious chaos.

4) Warning device eg suicide 
rates/truanting rates...warns 
government 
of problems.

RECAP: What about Merton??

LOs

Objective Key Words
Know

Understand

TITLE: DATE:

Component 1
Education + Methods

Component 2
Families + Beliefs

Component 3
Crime + Theory

9/01/18Functionalist, Strain & Subcultural 
theories

‐What is meant by 'subculture' 
and 'status frustration'?

‐How do members of subcultures 
respond to inequality?
‐To what extent are subcultural 
theories convincing?

Jan 817:26

Homework:

Read and make notes on pages 71‐76 (these will 
be scanned & emailed). 

Complete the 'QuickCheck' questions on page 77

DUE: Friday 11th January (next lesson) ‐ bring 
answers to lesson to show me you have 
completed it. This will be added to the HW 
tracker.

T&M End of Unit ‐ Next Wednesday 
16/1/19

Title and LO; starter explanation

Are subcultures always deviant?

What is a subculture?

What examples of subcultures can you think of?

Jan 418:34

Deviance vs Crime
Key word Definition

To what extent are 
subcultures a problem, 
from a functionalist 
perspective?

Subculture
A group within a 
society whose members 
share common values 
and have similar 
behaviour patterns

Jan 2607:50

Think ‐ Pair ‐ Share

TASK: With your partner, come up 
with 3 or more particular 'subcultures' 
in society. 

For each, identify 3 behaviours that 
you'd associate with them that might 
be considered deviant. Try to come up 
with at least 1 crime and 1 that isn't 
criminal.

How are the subcultures 
you've identified created, 
and how are they 
treated in/by society?
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Jan 2107:29

Cohen and subcultural theory

Cohen (1955) argued that delinquent behaviour 
was most likely to develop among working‐class 
boys doing badly at school.

This is because of status frustration. 
They recognised that achieving status through 
academic success would be very difficult for 
them. Instead, they could gain status from their 
peers by being good at delinquent behaviour 
such as stealing, fighting and vandalism.

How does 
Cohen's 

theory compare 
with Merton's 
strain theory?

Merton's ideas are good at explaining crimes for profit, but many crimes do 
not produce financial gain. These need to be explained in terms of 
subcultures.

Jan 418:34

Deviance vs Crime
Key word Definition

When might status 
frustration occur in a 
school?

Delinquent 
Behaviour

Antisocial behaviour 
and criminal 
behaviour committed 
by children and 
teenagers.

Key word Definition

Status 
Frustration

The anger and 
resentment felt when 
individuals have their 
aspirations blocked/ 
they cannot achieve 
success.

Jan 2107:29

Cohen and subcultural theory

• Capitalism promotes acquisition of success which the 
working class can’t attain due to poor education; lack of 
opportunity and cultural deprivation. 
• They therefore suffer status frustration. They solve this 
problem by rejecting mainstream middle‐class values.
• Rather than just turning to crime to achieve society's 
success goals they create a whole set of their own goals.
• They invert the values of mainstream society i.e. Turn 
them upside down. What society condemns the subculture 
praises and vice versa.

What kinds of behaviour might we 
expect these working‐class delinquent 
subcultures to engage in? Can we think 
of any real world examples? Think ‐ Pair ‐ Share

Jan 2107:29

Subcultural theory

Cloward and Ohlin (1961) developed Cohen's ideas. They 
argued that working class boys can belong to three 
subcultures.

How might these 
subcultures be linked 
to the different 
responses to strain?

• Criminal: status is found through gang membership, 

promotion within the game, many crimes involve financial gain.
• Conflict: concerned mainly with antisocial, violent and 

aggressive behaviour in order to gain status.
• Retreatist: where the focus is on alcohol and drugs; the 

participants abandon the pursuit of status altogether.

Jan 2107:29

Subcultural theory

Miller (1962) argued many working‐class boys get into 
trouble because they have a different set of norms and 
values to the rest of the population. He calls these 
different norms 'focal concerns'. 

What priorities/main norms 
might these boys have?

• Trouble (accepting that life involves violence)

• Toughness ('real men' fight, drink and womanise)

• Excitement (always on the lookout for fun, 'having a laff')

In response to these focal concerns, men from the working 
class often engage in illegal or deviant behaviour. Miller is 
arguing that because of these different norms, crime 
becomes inevitable for them.

Jan 2107:29

Subcultural theory

What might Marxists argue about working‐class 
subcultures?

Working class boys join gangs as a form of 
resistance to capitalism. Working‐class boys 
are disadvantaged by the capitalist system, 
and less unskilled jobs are available for them. 
A gang is a 'solution' to the problem, and 
criminal behaviour is inevitable in the 
circumstances.

The solution, for Marxists, is better 
educational opportunities and more better 
jobs for working‐class boys.

How could 
Capitalism be 
seen as the source 
of working class 
problems?

What are 
capitalist 
values?
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Jan 2007:56

Critiques of Subcultural theory
What might be the problem with 
relating criminal and deviant 
behaviour back to subcultures?

• Box argues that Cohen's theories only account for a minority of 
delinquent behaviour.
• He argues that delinquent behaviour is an angry response to 
feeling looked down on (for example by the middle class and 
teachers)
• Box disagrees with Cohen’s view that originally the delinquents 
accept society’s goals and then reject them after failure.

Jan 2007:56

Critiques of Subcultural theory

• Miller argues that the working‐class has its own 
independent subculture separate from mainstream culture. 
• This subculture does not value success and so its members 
are not frustrated by failure. 
• This is why he argues that crime can only be explained by 
the difference of the working class rather than them rejecting 
the mainstream.

Problems with Cloward and Ohlin:
• They believe most crime is working class thus ignoring the 

crimes of the wealthy (White collar)
• Their theory is over‐deterministic and over‐predicts the 

extent of working‐class crime. 
• They draw the boundaries too sharply between the 

different types as there may be overlap between them. 

Jan 2007:56

Critiques of Subcultural theory:
• David Matza (1964) argues that research into gangs is too 

deterministic. Studies imply that gangs are inescapable 
and lead to a deviant and criminal lifestyles.
• He argues that this isn't the case; many young people drift 

in and out of criminal behaviour. They are just looking for 
fun, not to make a political statement.
• He calls this 'subterranean values'.

Aug 261:37 PM

• Social action theorists argue that young working class 

men are labelled as deviant, making it much more likely for 
them to commit crime and scapegoating them, which in 
turn makes more criminal behaviour by them more likely.
• (self‐fulfilling prophecy).

Can you guess what labelling theorists would argue?

LOs

TITLE: DATE:

To what extent are Functionalists correct? Add 
evaluation to your response.

PPQ Practice

Guidance

Outline and explain two functions of crime according to the Functionalist 
perspective. [10 marks]

Outline + explain = 2 points, 2 paragraphs
Each para: Point, explain, refer (no need for evaluation)

Jan 508:03

LQs:

P
le

na
ry

7 minute 
summary

Subculture means...
Status frustration refers to...

Cohen argues that...
Cloward and Ohlin agree...

However, Miller suggests...
A criticism of Subcultural theorists is...

In my view, subcultural theory is/isn't 
convincing because...

LO: To evaluate crime and deviance using subcultural theory
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